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Abstract

Water purification membranes comprising aligned, dense arrays of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been
investigated for more than 10 years. Water transport 2–5 orders of magnitude greater than Hagen-Poiseuille
predictions has been observed in CNTs of diameters 0.8 to 10 nm in a small number of experiments. While
the measured flow rates in different experiments substantially disagree with each other, there is a clear
opportunity for these membranes to impact filtration technologies. We propose a multiscale computational
flow method that combines molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in critical locations of the membrane with
a continuum flow resistance model. This provides the flow resistances in a nanotube membrane configuration
to enable, for the first time, computationally-efficient macroscopic predictions of flows through laboratory-
scale membranes. The multiscale simulation results of water flow through CNTs are also used to calibrate
the Hagen–Poiseuille–Weissberg equation with slip. This study reveals that the slip length, density and
viscosity can vary with CNT diameter at sub-2-nm diameters, which would otherwise be challenging to
compute using MD alone. Previously published experimental results show either clear agreement or clear
disagreement with our multiscale predictions; more work is required to understand this variance for similar
flow cases.
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1. Introduction

More than a decade ago, membranes of highly-
dense arrays of aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
were proposed for reverse osmosis water purifica-
tion, in part due to their observed high perme-
ability and their small pore sizes for ion-rejection
[1, 2]. CNTs with diameters D < 2 nm are be-
lieved to be narrow enough to reject the majority
of larger salt ions and other contaminants through
steric hindrance, while allowing water molecules to
flow through at unexpectedly high rates [3]. To
our knowledge, only two experiments [4, 5] have
recorded the water transport through CNTs with
these crucial sub-2-nm diameters, although others
have investigated larger nanotubes with diameters
D = 3–10 nm [6–13]. These experimental reports,
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however, disagree on the flow rate, with a spread
of some 2–5 orders of magnitude published for very
similar CNT diameters!

An effective model for flows within nanotube
membranes would be a powerful tool to provide not
just useful scientific insight for these experiments
but also a route to exploring a larger paramet-
ric space than is currently feasible experimentally.
However, computational modelling of these types
of fluid dynamics problems is challenging. Con-
tinuum fluid models, such as the no-slip Hagen–
Poiseuille flow equation, do not accurately describe
the flow within sub-2-nm CNTs due to the domi-
nance of non-continuum flow phenomena, such as
high molecular ordering in the radial direction, in-
valid description of the local viscosity, and large slip
at the internal surfaces.

Molecular dynamics (MD) is possibly the
most accurate method for simulating these non-
continuum flows inside nanotubes [3, 14–20]. De-
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